Soul Plan Testimonials
“The Soul Plan reading with Adam was a session that marked a deﬁnite before and
after in my life. The information and guidance Adam brought forth into my awareness
spoke to the deepest parts of me in ways I didn’t think possible. Adam was wise
enough to tell me to record the session on my phone and I am so glad I did. I frequently
refer back to the recorded session and take away something new every time. I am
deeply grateful Adam and mines paths crossed, he is a tremendously gifted healer.” Demetria
“I was interested in the Soul Plan reading, but also quite skeptical; after all, it’s just my
name. But after 2 hours, my skepticism disappeared – you explained me better than I
can! The reading gave me a lot of conﬁdence and strength to move forward, to believe
in myself, and to take the right path. Thank you so much!” - Verena
“I consulted with Adam both for my own Soul Plan and for the Soul Plan of my unborn
child when I was pregnant. His reading was spot on and navigating the system of Soul
Plan has helped me to gain a greater understanding of my role, my life’s goals and how
to overcome numerous challenges. His readings are empowering and accurate. I highly
recommend using this system and having a reading done by Adam if you are looking
for increased clarity in your emotional, spiritual and physical life. Adam’s delivery is
gentle and supportive. The Soul Plan reading he did is something I return to
periodically whenever I am seeking a deeper insight into my life circumstances. Thank
you, Adam!” - Elisa
“Adam is a kind, loving and very intelligent person that helped me and supported me in
a lot of ways with my work and myself. I had my Soul Plan experience with Adam last
year and I did not really know beforehand what it would reveal for me. The session
itself was in a lot of ways a lot of information but in a lot of ways also very beautiful to
hear about my Soul Plan and what it is for me to be worked on on my path.
It’s been a guidance and in many ways an approval for me to trust and stay on my
path. I would recommend everyone to record it because it is something to be looked at
and listened to all your life.
The Soul Plan reading is amazing for you as a guidance on your goals and where you
want to put your energy in life. The reading helped, inspired and reminded me and is
something that I can always use as a tool to come back to. Thank you with all my heart

for showing me that I am able to do all of which I am doing right now and to give me a
idea of the direction of what my mission is in life. Namaste.” - Julia
"The Soul Plan reading has brought me so much clarity about my purpose in this life
and how I can achieve it! The reading did not only conﬁrm some of my strengths and
weaknesses with a surprising accuracy – it also revealed some of my talents I didn’t
know about and even showed me how I can access these talents: by pointing out
which challenges I must overcome and how I can overcome them. What a genius
system!
Adam is a healer and an experienced Soul Plan reader who is deeply connected to his
work. He was very kind and patient in answering all my questions. I can recommend
the Soul Plan reading to everyone! It will beneﬁt you for a lifetime! Thank you Adam,
what a blessing!" - Erica
"Receiving the Soul Plan reading from Adam was a very insightful and supporting piece
to my journey. I had some questions beforehand and Adam answered them in a very
clear and respectful way that gave me a lot of trust in his wisdom and experience with
the technique. The reading was done in a very personal, supporting, and empowering
way. Adam used his intuition and knowledge without a personal agenda which allowed
me to receive the pieces I needed for now as well as plenty to return to for a long time
ahead. I have great trust and gratitude for Adam's way of giving the Soul Plan reading.”
- Eva

